


Roman Roads is a new annual classic car event 
created by Triskelion and organized together with 
Michele Di Mauro and Scuderia Campidoglio.

Roman Roads combines prestige, elegance & 
exclusivity for classic car owners who want to visit 
Italy in a different way, without missing culture, 
history, nature, lifestyle and, of course, the best food 
in the world. 
2022 will be the 1st edition of the Event. 

Be part of it.





27th April > 1st May



27TH

28TH

29TH

30TH

01ST

Arrival in Rome - Cars picking
Night drive in the centre of Rome
Overnight in Rome

Drive to Rome - Fly back home

Drive thru Latium countryside
Mountains drive and visit to Sperlonga
Return and overnight in Sabaudia

Drive thru Tuscia and 2 lakes
Visit to Bracciano , Viterbo and Caprarola 
Return and overnight in Rome

Drive thru Castelli Romani and 3 lakes
Visit to Sermoneta, Fossanova and Circeo
Arrival and overnight in Sabaudia





27th April





27TH Night drive in the centre of Rome

We will drive thru the ancient popular area
of Trastevere, crossing the Tiber river to Circo Massimo,
the old roman stadium hosting 30.000 spectators!

Then we will drive beside the majestic Terme
di Caracalla, the churches of St Giovanni,
St Maria Maggiore, then go down to the Roman Forum,
the Coliseum, Altare della Patria and then
over the Tiber again: Castel St Angelo, St Peter
and the Vatican and finish with the breathtaking
panorama of the Gianicolo terrace.

There, a stop to take pictures and taste the famous
“Maritozzo con la panna” before returning to the hotel.





28th April







28TH Tuscia, Viterbo and the 2 lakes

The medieval city of Viterbo shares with Rome its past as
a Pope hometown.

We will reach it driving around the Lake Bracciano,
with the famous Castle Orsini where many popes used to live
and where many VIPs like Tom Cruise got married.
Then we will drive beside the ancient etruscan ruins
of Sutri, lake Vico and Viterbo to see the medieval town
and the Palazzo dei Papi.

Afternoon will see us over the impressive Farnese Palace
in Caprarola, around the ancient roman aqueduct in Nepi,
a pleasant drive on the other side of Lake Bracciano and 
finally back to the hotel.





29th April







29TH Castelli Romani and 3 lakes

On friday our cars will head south: we will leave Rome
and drive thru the roman hills, over the Pope summer
residence in Castel Gandolfo, around Lake Albano and Nemi,
to the medieval town of Sermoneta with its huge castle
crowning the centre.

We will visit the world famous Ninfa Gardens before driving
away to Fossanova Abbey.
Time for a coffee and on the wheel again, climbing the Circeo
mountain, that the legend says it’s Circe petrified by the pain
after Ulysses left her, and then down to the sea reaching
Sabaudia and a charmy hotel on Lake Paola.





30th April





30TH Latium countryside from mountains to the sea

On the last day of rally we will drive thru the wildest
part of Latium, touching small country towns and farm,
driving up and down the mountains collecting almost
a thousand bends.

The morning will be the hardest part of the race.
The gain will be a special traditional lunch
in the green countryside of Ciociaria region.
The castle of the Devil Monk in Itri will look at us
climbing the mountains again before falling to the coast
and having a stop in the wonderful white town of Sperlonga.

A quick visit of the ancient town over the sea will be
the farewell sight before returning to Sabaudia 
for the final gala dinner and the prize giving ceremony.

Time to congratulate ourselves for being part of the first
edition of something very special and unforgettable.
 





Triskelion
25th Karpetopoulou Street
Argos 212 00, Argolis, GR 
+30 693 669 0320
www.triskelion.gr

Contact
and join us at

Roman Roads 2022
please send an info request 

at info@triskelion.gr


